
Estimates of ontrol times for some lasses of ontrolsystems of neutral typeKhryashhev S.M.Keywords: ontrol of haos, dynamial system, on-trol time.AbstratIt is shown that the ontrol time is the adequate har-ateristi of the state of haos for the dynamial ontrolsystem of neutral type.1 IntrodutionFor onsidered below lasses of dynamial ontrol sys-tems, we use ontrols of two kinds, and namely, basiontrols and loal ontrols. We assume the following forthe lasses of dynamial ontrol systems. First, the dy-namial system, that orresponds to eah basi ontrol,has the omplex behavior with abundane of periodi andeverywhere dense trajetories. Seond, any dynamialontrol system is loally ontrolled along every basi tra-jetories, i.e. along trajetories orresponding to basiontrols.By �rst assumption, any dynamial ontrol system isglobally "-ontrolled, and namely, for every pair of pointsthere exists a trajetory of the basi dynamial systemthat goes through an "-neighborhood of these points. Byseond assumption, there exists a ontrollable trajetorygoes through these points. In this ase, any dynamialontrol system is globally ontrolled provided it is loallyontrolled.In onnetion with above, the main problem is �nd es-timates of ontrol times for dynamial ontrol systems ofthe onsidered lasses. In partiular, this problem wasonsidered in [1, 2℄. Also, this problem was solved in[3, 4, 5, 6℄ where the upper and lower bounds of ontroltimes were obtained for some lasses of dynamial on-trol systems. In partiular, the bounds of ontrol timeswere obtained for hyperboli dynamial ontrol systems.It was shown that the ontrol time is the adequate har-ateristi of the state of haos for the dynamial ontrolsystem.In this paper, an analogous problem is investigated forneutral dynamial ontrol systems. In [4℄, it was shownthat the ontrol time T satis�es to the following estimatesC" dd+1 � T � C" ; (1)

where d is dimension of the state spae, " is the radius of aneighborhood of the target point, The values C;C dependon parameters of the state spae and of the dynamialontrol system.Estimates (1) were obtained without regard to the stateof haos of the dynamial ontrol system. Below, we in-vestigate the impat of the state of haos on upper andlower bounds of ontrol times.2 Desription of dynamial on-trol systemsLet X = fxg, dimX = d be a Riemannian manifold andU = fug � R1 be a neighborhood of null ontrol u0 = 0.By dist denote a metri on X , by Vol denote a measureof volume on X , and by vol denote a normalized measureof volume on X , i.e. for any measurable set A � X it isful�lled vol(A) = 1V Vol(A) where V = Vol(X).Consider a loal family of maps f(:; u) : X ! X ,u=inU , where the set X is the state spae, the set Uis the ontrol spae.A map f is alled a neutral map i� dist(x�; x��) =dist(f(x�); f(x��) for any x�; x�� 2 X .By f0(:) = f(:; u0) denote the basi map. We shallassume that the map f0 is some neutral map and that theminimal f0-invariant set is the state spae X . If f0 is theneutral map then the probabilisti f0-invariant measureis vol.We assume that f(:; u) = f0(:) + uf1(:). Consider thedynamial ontrol system in the formxn+1 = f0(xn) + uf1(xn); n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (2)where the map f1 : X ! X is suh that dynamial on-trol system (2) is loal ontrollable. Denote~U = Ud = U � � � � � U; ~u = (u1; : : : ; ud) 2 ~U;F (x; ~u) = f(x; u1) Æ � � � Æ f(x; ud) (3)and onsider the dynamial ontrol systemxn+1 = F (xn; ~u); n = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (4)Form the sequene of the aessibility sets from a initialpoint x0 under loal ontrols ~u 2 ~U .M0 = fx0g;M1 = F (x0; ~U); : : : ;Mn+1 = F (Mn; ~U);n = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (5)1



The sequene of relative volumes of the aessibility setsfrom x0 is as followsv0 = 0; v1 = vol(M1); : : : ; vn = vol(Mn); : : : : (6)3 Dynamial ontrol systems ontorus with the basi maps gen-erated by shiftsWe onsider some lasses of dynamial ontrol systemson torus of dimension d. Torus Td is the fatorizationRd=Zd. Let x be oordinates in Rd. Further, we shallassume that the map f0 depends on parameter a whihorresponds to some lass of dynamial ontrol systems.We shall assume also that the basi map is the shift, i.e.f0(x; a) = x+ a.Let the dynamial ontrol system be given by the equa-tionxn+1 = xn+a+uf1(xn); mod 1; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (7)i.e. we onsider the frational parts of the right part ofequation (2). The value of parameter a is the onstant(independent of time) d-dimensional vetor. Further, weassume that the vetor a depends on some small param-eter ". We shall onsider a few kinds of dependene on", i.e. a = a("), where a(0) = 0. Let a(") = a0"� where0 � � � 1, a0 � 0.3.1 The basi map generated by zero-shiftConsider the ase a0 = 0. The ontrol systems takes theform xn+1 = xn + uf1(xn); n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;Sequene (5) of aessibility sets Mn is the sequene ofembedded balls with enter at the point x0 and radiusn", (see �g. 1).Hene from (6), volume vn = vol(Mn) = (n")d (in theubi metri). Sine (n")d = V then we get that theontrol time n1(") = R" , R = V 1=d is the right part of(1).3.2 The basi map generated by nonzeroshiftsWe shall onsider for simpliity the ase d = 2. Torus T2is the fatorization R2=Z2. Let (x; y) be oordinates onplane R2.3.2.1 The ase � = 1First, onsider the ase 0 < a0 � 1. Sequene (5) ofaessibility sets Mn is the sequene of embedded balls

Figure 1: a0 = 0

Figure 2: � = 1; a0 = 12 :with enter at the point na0" and with radius n". Volumevn = vol(Mn) = (n")2 (in ubi metri). Sine (n")d = Vthen we get that the ontrol time n1(") = R" , i.e. it is theright part of (1).Seond, onsider the ase a0 > 1. Sequene (5) of a-essibility setsMn lies as it is shown in �g. 3. The bound-ary of set Sn�2Mn is approximated with de�ieny bythe line y = 1a0�1x + �(") and with surplus by the liney = 1a0�1x + �("), where �(") � �("). Sine �(") ! 0,�(")! 0, �(")�(") ! 1 as "! 0 then obtained below asymp-toti estimates of the ontrol time as "! 0 independentof kinds the funtions �("); �("). Therefore, we shall as-sume that these funtions are the zero-funtions. Thus,we assume that y = 1a0�1x.Further, we shall get upper bounds of ontrol times.The set Sn�2Mn is appoximated with de�ieny by thetriangle with the base y = 2n" (diameter of Mn) and2



Figure 3: � = 1; a0 > 1.with the height x = n"(a0 � 1) (see �g. 3 ). Therefore,the volume vol(Sn�2Mn) is V n = (n")2(a0 � 1). FromV n = V we get that the estimate of the ontrol time isn1(") = 1" pVa0 � 1 ;i.e. it is the right part of (1).The lower bounds an be obtained analogously fromthe equality V n + vn = V .3.2.2 The ase of values � lose to unityLet  = 1 � � be a small parameter. In this ase, x =n"1� is the enter and y = 2n" is the radius of theaessibility set Mn, y = "x is the equation of the linebounding the aessibility sets. Analogously as in thease � = 1, the union of aessibility sets Sn�2Mn anbe approximated with de�ieny by the triangle with thebase 2n" (diameter of Mn) and with the height n"1� .(see �g. 4 ). Therefore, the volume V n = vol(Sn�2Mn)is equal to V n = (n")(n"1�) = n2"2� . From Vn = V ,we get that the lower bound of the ontrol time is equalto n1(") = pV"1�=2 :From the equation n" = a0"1� . i.e. from the equationrn(") = a("), we get the value n when the sets Mn areself-interseting. Thus, n0(") = a0" . The inequality n0 <n1 is true when 0 �  < 23 , i.e. when 13 < � � 1, sinethe inequality n0 < n1 is equivalent to the inequalitya0" < pV"1�=2 , "1� 32 < pVa0 :Notie that if  ! 1 then the lower bound and the upperbound of ontrol time are lose.

Figure 4: � = 1; a0 = 12 :3.2.3 The ase of values � lose to zero: 0 � � <1=3We shall assume that the shift a(") = "� for suÆientsmall �. Further, we shall �nd boundaries for values ofparameter �. The diameter of the ball Mn is equal to2n". Therefore, the value n0 of numbers n, when the setsMn are self-interseting, an be alulated by formulan0(") = a(")2" = "�2" = 12"1�� :For n steps where n � n0, the total volume Vn = v1 +� � �+ vn is equal to (in speial metri)Vn = "2(12 + 22 + � � �+ n2) � "2n33 :We get the estimate of ontrol time from equation Vn =V , i.e. from equation "2n33 = R2. Hene,n1(") = �3R2� 13 �1"� 23 :For small values of parameter " it is true the inequalityn1(") < n0(") that is equivalent to the inequalities 1"2=3 <12"1�� , i.e., " 13�� < 2 for 0 � � < 13 . Therefore for0 � � < 13 , the value of total volume will exeed thevalue the volume of state spae before than the balls Mnwill be self-interseting.3.3 The basi system has deterministishifts (deterministi intermixing)We shall assume that the values an; n = 1; 2; : : : of pa-rameter a are assigned so that sets (3.1) are not inter-seted. Then the ontrol system takes the formxn+1 = xn + an+1 + uf1(xn);mod1; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;(8)3



The volume vn = vol(M�n) an be alulated by formulavn = (n")d and the total volumeVn = v1 + � � �+ vn = "d(1d + � � �+ nd) � "d nd+1d+ 1 :From the equation Vn = 1, we de�ne the value of param-eter n whih is the ontrol time. Thus, the ontrol timeis the left part of inequalities (1).3.4 The basi system has random shifts(stohasti intermixing)We shall assume that the value an; n�1; 2: : : : of param-eter a are assigned orresponding to the distribution p(:).We shall assume also that p(:) is density of uniform dis-tribution and values x0, an, n = 1; : : : are independent(white noise). Then the ontrol system takes the form(8). Further, we shall get the estimate for ontrol timeT (x0) in the mean on initial onditions.De�ne the sequene of the aessibility sets from ini-tial point x0 for the sifts a1; : : : ; an; : : : . We all thepoint an as the enter of the set Mn. Notie thatthe terms of sequene (6) independent of the terms ofthe sequene a0; a1; : : : ; an; : : : where a0 = x0. Denote~an = (a0; a1; : : : ; an) andA0(~a0) =M0(~a0); B0(~a0) = X nM0(~a0);A1(~a1) =M1(~a1); B1(~a1) = X nM1(~a1);An+1(~an+1) =Mn+1(~an+1) \ An(~an);Bn+1(~an+1) =Mn+1(~an+1) n An+1(~an+1):ThenMn+1(~an+1) = An+1(~an+1) +Bn+1(~an+1): (9)De�neAn+1(~an+1) = An(~an) +Bn+1(~an+1);Bn+1(~an+1) = Bn(~an) nBn+1(~an+1): (10)Hene, Bn+1(~an+1) = X n An(~an):For relative volumes, it is ful�lled the following equa-tionsvol(An+1(~an+1)) = vol(An(~an)) + vol(Bn+1(~an+1));vol(Bn+1(~an+1)) = vol(Bn(~an))� vol(Bn+1(~an+1)):De�ne the mean values of relative volumes by formulas�n = ZX vol(An(~an))dpn(~an);�n = ZX vol(Bn(~an))dpn(~an); (11)bn = ZX vol(Bn(~an))dpn(~an); (12)

where pn(~an) is the joint distribution of the values(a0; : : : ; an) = ~an.Sine for any n, the invariant measure of shift x + anis vol and p(:) = 1, then it is true the following equation�n+1bn = vn+1v ; (13)where v = vol(X) = 1. By formulas (10) { (13), it isfollows that it is true the following equationsbn+1 = bn��n+1 = bn��nvn+1 = bn(1�vn+1); b0 = 1:Obviously, vn = aV (n")d;where the number a depends on Riemannian metri distof manifold X . Thereforebn = (1� vn) : : : (1� v1)b0:Hene, ln bn = ln(1� vn) + � � �+ ln(1� v1):Further, provided the value vn is small, we get thatln bn � �(vn + � � �+ v1) = � aV "d(1d + � � �+ nd) �� aV "d nd+1d+ 1 : (14)It follows from below formula (18). Hene,bn � exp�� aV "d nd+1d+ 1� : (15)Let Æ be any small number. Find a number n suh thatbn < Æ. By formula (15), this inequality is equivalent tothe following inequality� aV "d nd+1d+ 1 < ln Æ: (16)Further, we shall assume that the number Æ dependson ", i.e., Æ = Æ("). Inequality (16) is equivalent to thefollowing inequalityn1(") := �a(d+ 1V � 1d+1 � 1"d ln 1Æ(")� 1d+1 < n: (17)The left part of (17) give the estimate of mean ontroltime. In the typial situation Æ(") = a"d. Notie that itis true the following formularn(") := n" � " 1d+1 ln 1Æ(") ; (18)where rn(") is radius of the set Mn having the volumevn. Formula (18) substantiates use formula (3.4).4
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